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Portfolio Description
The GYC Asia portfolio specifically targets the Asian growth story: investing in companies which
fit themes such as the domestic consumption story, potential restructuring or takeover candidates,
competitive global industry leaders, attractive and discounted valuations relative to the market, high
earnings visibility and long-term growth potential.
The portfolio aims to seek long-term capital growth from investing into Asian companies which provide
attractive earnings growth from the rising wealth of the Asia Pacific region. The portfolio does not pay
dividends.
VAR 18 has a loss metric of –18% (VaR) with a concentrated portfolio of approximately 100-150 stocks
that focus primarily on the Asia Pacific region.
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Immediate Rally (Nov 08 to Dec 09)

70%

Notes: No representation is being made that a client’s performance will or is
likely to achieve a composite performance record similar to that shown. Past
performance is not indicative of future results.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMERS: This report has been prepared by GYC Financial Advisory Pte Ltd (“GYC”) and is neither an offer nor
solicitation to invest in the Portfolio. Past performance of the portfolio and its constituent funds and any economic and market trends/forecast are not
necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the Portfolio. The performance of the Portfolio and the value of units in the constituent funds
and the income accruing to the units, if any, from the funds may fall as well as rise. Investors should read the constituent funds’ prospectuses (which are
available from GYC) before investing. Please note that the constituent funds may change from time to time. Any investments in a portfolio of unit trusts
(collective investment schemes) carries investment risks and may therefore not be suitable for persons who are averse to such risks. You should make
your own independent investigations as you may consider necessary or appropriate prior to investing.

